


EsperanToken is a global organization based in Limassol, Cyprus. 
It operates an Ethereum blockchain powered, global marketplace and 
loyalty point wallet, where customers can exchange, share and 
redeem their loyalty points globally. Alternatively they can convert 
them into money, or services or trade them.
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This whitepaper discusses the proposal of a blockchain powered global marketplace and 
loyalty point wallet, where customers can trade, exchange and share. It utilizes Ethereum 
blockchain technology (ether ERC20) to solve the prevalent challenges in the crypto industry 
and serve as a medium whereby a financier will be able to establish and trade loyalty points 
based on reward programs offered by airlines, banks, phone companies, shops and hotels. 
Loyalty programs are structured marketing strategies designed by merchants to encourage 
customers to continue to shop at or use the services of businesses associated with each 
program. These programs exist covering most types of commerce, each one having varying 
features and rewards-schemes. Banks currently purchase points sold by loyalty programs 
such as frequent flyer programs as part of co-branded credit card portfolio deals. The airlines 
use the revenue for various purposes, for example to buy new planes, while the banks can 
gain new customers willing to spend more to increase their points. According to ACE, Loyalty 
points had a book value of around $350 billion in 2015 and will be worth an estimated $500 
billion by 2019. This mammoth wealth is currently controlled by selected individuals/
companies and requires a medium to store, sell and exchange these assets OTC (over the 
counter).

Given the size and complexity of these loyalty programs, companies around the globe are 
increasingly finding the need to outsource strategic and operational aspects of them. 
EsperanToken will serve as an avenue whereby after signing up, its members can receive, 
trade and exchange loyalty points (any form of flyer club, rebate program, executive 
membership, reward, gift card, etc.). For example, if you have a frequent flyer club points and 
you don’t think you will have a use for them in the future and someone else has points on 
their respective gift card for a big clothing company, the two individuals can exchange them. 
At EsperanToken, you enjoy specialists skilled in loyalty consulting, creativity, communication, 
data analytics, loyalty software, and back end operations.

In order to balance the value of one loyalty point versus another, Esperantoken will be the 
conversion medium used to balance the value of one loyalty versus another

Executive
Summary
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EsperanToken
Consistently, loyalty has effectively transformed into a basic occurrence of purchasers’ 
normal everyday activities. It’s not an additional requirement but actually expected by 
consumers. Clients expect the flexibility of transport and recreational centers, rewards 
and experiences wherever they go. This is clear in light of the level of purchasers who 
have rewards-procuring charge cards and use their phones to track and accumulate 
points. Loyalty cards can be used for essentially any purchase - from consistent things 
such as fundamental needs, food, clothing petrol etc., to more noteworthy buys, for 
instance, booking a flight, motel or vacation. Moreover, by making these trades through 
a reliable wallet, where charge and Visas are secure, purchasers can assemble their gain 
potential. 

Managed by a global organization called Fadempo LTD of Mitropolis, flat 108, 78 Athi-
non, 3040 Limassol Cyprus, EsperanToken. We act as your guide in the continuous 
growing world of customer reward and loyalty. The Points Loyalty Wallet helps loyalty 
programs serve up chances to procure and consume cash to more individuals, in more 
places, and through channels outside of their own. Retailers utilize the wallet to influ-
ence customer conduct with loyalty. We connect you to the monetary forms of your 
client’s offer, so you can offer those prizes. Utilizing our profound industry experience, 
we’ll enable you to make offers that are worth the value of your points. 
The advantage of the EsperanToken incorporates but is not restricted to the following: 

Bank level safe keep to your data!

Elimination of third party cost!

Carry your wallet anywhere on your smartphone, tablet or laptop!

Trade your loyalty point to save them from expiring!

Easy location of users to transact with!

Adjustable to other wallets!

Flexible service!
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Features

Provide a free, open, transparent and universally accessible platform connecting users 

of multiple loyalty points 

Extra transparent transactions to eliminate fraud 

Provide customers with a flexible conversion system 

Reduce complexity related to fiat currency exchange rates 

Eliminate registration fees for both buyers and sellers

 Vastly reduce transaction fees 

Reduce lead times through simultaneous fulfilment & settlement 

Enable everyone to capitalize on their points, creating sustainable, risk adjusted, 

Long-term returns for all participants.
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Why Participate In Loyalty Point Sales/ Exchange?
Loyalty programs increase general
income by 5-10% (Annex Cloud).

87% of customers say they need loyalty
programs (Annex Cloud)

There are 2.6 billion loyalty program
enrollments in the US (Annex Cloud).

The best two reasons why purchasers
keep on participating in a loyalty
program are: that it’s straightforward
(81%) and the prizes and offers are
significant (75%) (Annex Cloud).

57% of versatile clients say that loyalty
projects and focuses are the best
highlights in a portable wallet, with 56%
giving that title to rebates and
arrangements (Annex Cloud).

26% of buyers search for bargains in
loyalty and reward programs while
shopping (Rare)

Loyalty Program enlistment has
developed by 31% throughout the most
recent four years (Bond)

70% of customers say they would use a
versatile form of their loyalty cards if they
didn’t need to sign into a site or download
an application (CodeBroker)

71% of customers say they would
probably utilize their loyalty cards if
they could get to these cards and rewards
from their cell phone (CodeBroker)

Loyalty points programs are anticipat-
ed to develop from $1.68 billion in 2016 
to $4.59 billion by 2021 worth of loyalty 
points world-wide (marketsandmarkets)

21% of U.S. web clients said they want
to get loyalty correspondences through
push warning (3Cinteractive)

18% of U.S. web clients want to get
loyalty interchanges by means of
portable wallets (3Cinteractive)
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What Is An Initial Token Sale?

An Initial Token Sale is an avenue through which an individual swaps all or part of an 
amount of blockchain-based tokens for different digital forms of money. Token holders 
are boosted through bounty rewards in light of the measure of tokens possessed. The 
potential increment in the estimation of the token is because of its ease of use for dif-
ferent distinctive applications, which is a driving motivating force for members.

Why Are We Offering An Initial Token Sale? 

We trust that token transactions are the ultimate goal of the loyalty points community. 
This token sale additionally offers the ideal opportunity to welcome likeminded individ-
uals and groups.

Particularly from the universe of blockchain and cryptographic forms of money, into the
EsperanToken community and empower them to participate in our example of over-
coming the issues of loyalty point integration, exchange and sales. The ultimate goal of 
EsperanToken is to create the biggest loyalty point community in the world. A token sale 
will give the group of EsperanToken holders, 

Access to:

A worldwide supporter’s base 

Flexibility of ownership 

Transferability of ownership
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EsperanToken Wallet

EsperanToken will come with an array of wallets for desktop, iOS, Android, as well as 
web applications. It provides all necessary features for the comfortable daily use of 
the cryptocurrency and does not require excessive space on your PC or smartphone. 
After the initial token crowd sale, opening a coin account with EsperanToken will be 
simple, free and open to any individual using Ethereum wallets, be it a housewife or a 
businessman. As Esperantoken is truly decentralized, it uses peer to peer technology. 
The network collectively carries out the issuing of ESRT. It works anytime, anywhere, so 
business can be conducted 24/7/365 globally. The EsperanToken which will be run by a 
company called Fadempo LTD of Mitropolis, flat 108, 78 Athinon, 3040 Limassol Cyprus, 
intends to issue its own platform which will function both as a global marketplace and 
as a wallet. Thereby bringing the global market to your pocket.

Crypto Wallet: Highly fortified  
and encrypted wallet would 
be developed which would 
be used to send and receive 
EsperanToken only. 
This crypto wallet be developed 
as a web wallet: web based 
wallet would be cross browser 
compatible for Windows, Mac 
and Linux

Desktop wallet: A cross platform desktop app 
would be developed for Windows, Mac and 
Linux.

Mobile Wallet: Mobile wallets for  EsperanToken 
would be developed for  Android and IOS 
platforms using up-to-date  technology.
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The Consumers

The EsperanToken consumer’s loyalty program dashboard will be an integrated 
cryptowallet with access to the merchants’ loyalty Points Program in their websites. 
In this wallet, the Consumers will be able to convert their earned Loyalty Points to ESRT 
tokens by exchanging them in integrated major Crypto Exchanges.. The EsperanToken 
wallet allows the customers to pay with cryptocurrency for purchases from any retailer 
integrated to the EsperanToken Network. This cryptowallet will give a unique Ethere-
um-address to the customer. It will allow the storing, acceptance and sending of ESRT, 
ETH and any other ERC20 tokens.

The Merchants

The Merchants connected to the EsperanToken system will be enjoy two major 
benefits: Firstly, they will be able to enjoy new customers who now get familiarized with 
their products/services thus expanding their clientele. Second, they will be rewarded 
with a small fraction of commission on each exchange made using their Loyalty Points 
(converted to ESRT).

Development

Once the soft cap is reached, the EsperanToken project will start recruiting Blockchain 
software programmers and engineers to build the actual product. The product will be 
based on an algorithm which know to calculate the exchange formula of each Loyalty 
Point joining the ecosystem. The blockchain protocol will be then be utilized to create 
the common denominator (ESRT token) using smart contracts. The next step would be 
to go into business development and attract businesses worldwide to join the ecosys-
tem. The simplicity of the implementation of the end product (the EsperanToken 
cryptowallet) should attract merchants of any filed and industry.



Getting Started
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ICO Overview

ESTIMATED TIME FOR PRE ICO

ACCEPTED CURRENCIES

TOKEN NAME

TOKEN SYMBOL

TOKEN TYPE

TOKEN SALES DURATION

MINIMUM PURCHASABLE TOKEN

MAXIMUM PURCHASABLE TOKEN

BASE WALLET TECHNOLOGY

COST PER TOKEN

NUMBER OF ALLOCATED TOKEN

SOFT CAP

ADJUSTABLE DISTRIBUTION

DECEMBER 31 2017

USD, EUR, GBP, ETH, BTC, LTC

EsperanToken

ESRT

ERC20

6 MONTHS

4,000 TOKENS = 1 ETH

160,000 TOKENS = 40 ETH

ETHEREUM WALLET

4000 ESRT = 1 ETH

 60,000,000

1,000,000
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UNALLOCATED AND UNSOLD
DISTRIBUTION WILL BE BURNED

Refund Policy

In the case of a soft cap equals $300 thousands or 1 million tokens is not reached in the 
Pre ICO phases and thus minimum amount is not raised, all funds raised will be sent 
back to the wallets or bank accounts of the crowdsale participants minus the expenses 
– according to the funding allocation pie chart.
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               OUR REFERRAL STRUCTURE

               OUR BOUNTY STRUCTURE

1000 ESRT

+10% TOKENS

0%

5000 ESRT

+15% TOKENS

+15%

+20% TOKENS

+20%

+30% TOKENS

+30%

UP TO 1,000

+2%
TOKENS

UP TO 10,000

+4%
TOKENS

+6%
TOKENS

+8%
TOKENS

UP TO 50,000 UP TO 100,000



Token Allocation
TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY: 60,000,000

The exact number of tokens generated depends on the amount of funds 
contributed. There will be no tokens created post ICO.

Tokens for pre ICO participants, early adopters bounty outlined in the 
whitepaper. Join our referral program to receive special bounty.

Tokens for the team and advisors. Team and advisors share success.

Tokens for developers and marketing team. Operational teams are 
rewarded in ESRT to grow devotion to the project.

Tokens will remain in a reserve fund. The fund will be used to 
provide referral and bounty rewards to new customers to accelerate 
the ecosystem growth.

50%

15%

10%

25%
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Funding Allocation

45%

25%

20%

10%
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FUNDING 
ALLOCATION

Experts, 
Advisors, 

Team

10%

45%

25%

20%



Milestone
Q1 2017                                
ESRT concept created

Q1 2018                              
Pre-launch sale is initiated

Q3 2018                              
EsperanToken initial Token sale

Q4 2018                               
Early adopters of EsperanToken rewarded

Q1 2019                             
Development of ESRT platform

Q2 2019                            
Development of the ESRT consumer and fulfillment apps and interface

Q3 2019                            
Development of the supplier SDK

Q4 2019 and beyond           
Geographical expansion and growing the ecosystem
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Future Use

     Food chains 

 Clothing brands 

 Airlines 

 hotel chains 

 department store chains 

 Hardware stores chains 

 E-commerce platforms 

 credit and debit cards issuers 

 Banks 

 Gas and Petrol companies 

 independent cafes and restaurants
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Summary

Customers are ending up progressively encouraged by making full use of their loyalty 
programs. By adding excellent features to portable wallets, developers can help 
influence versatile wallet acceptance and sellers of loyalty programs crosswise over 
businesses (retail, inn, aircraft and many more) can enjoy continuous engagement while 
fabricating dependable customer relationship. An unrest is occurring with innovation at 
its heart. This will enable us to help mass number of individuals with a great and unique 
loyalty needs to effectively take use of their unused points while avoiding the complex 
nature of trade, deals and high related expenses.

Join us on our mission and become a part of this example of overcoming adversity by 
taking an interest in the EsperanToken sale. We cordially invite you along as we open 
the door to a future where LOYALTY POINTS meets BLOCKCHAIN.
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Team

Ori Chen 
Co Founder & CEO 

Ori has over 30 years of experi-
ence with setting up large-
scale Companies (200+) and 
financial products, customers 
success, telemarketing and 
back-office teams in multiple 
locations around the world. 
Possessing uncanny inter-com-
munication skills, Ori has been 
nothing but successful in his 
field.

Oded Vilner
Sales Specialist and ICO

With more than 6 years’ 
experience in sales, working 
with huge multinational com-
panies, dealing with financial 
B2C products, Oded is an 
enthusiastic leader, visionary 
entrepreneur and Investor. 
One of his current projects 
is, advising the EsperanToken 
crypto currency community/
ICO.

Dani Manaschu
Co Founder & Investor

Mr. Manashcu was born in 
Romania where he worked for 
more than 20 years in senior 
sales and marketing positions 
during which time he formed 
contacts with private and 
municipal managers and offi-
cials with whom he maintains 
ongoing relationships.

Jason Houry
Community Success Officer

Jason’s first introduction to 
Crypto was in 2012,

he now specializes in helping 
clients to make smart choices 
with regards to investments in 
Cryptocurrencies.

Georgios Mouskallis
Community Success Officer

Georgios is accomplished and 
well-schooled. 
After pursuing Masters in 
Business Administration and 
Fully armed with knowledge, 
he was introduced to crypto-
currency and his life changed 
forever.
Georgios’s passion is to open 
doors to the fascinating world 
of crypto for others.

Iliana Kassis
Office Manager

Iliana has been involved in the 
financial markets since 2012, 
both in office logistics, recruit-
ment, accounting and B2B 
Development.  
She has expanded her knowl-
edge and experience in multiple 
directions, forming the right 
tools to contribute to new gen-
eration of Crypto Currencies.
Driven mainly from passion 
for knowledge and progress. 
revenue.

Steve Hutch
Analyst

Steve has been involved in the 
financial sector and Fin-Tec start-
ups, for the last 10 years.
Prior to this was a business 
owner and equities investor, he 
also has experience in Crypto 
mining.
More recently, procedures, 
implementation of systems 
and analytical tools, to facili-
tate operations and help the 
business comply with upcoming 
regulation.

Giovanni Castignani
Community Success Officer

Giovanni has 18 years’ ex-
perience in capital markets 
as a trader and in sales. The 
majority of his experience has 
been in developing the Russian 
stock markets and bringing 
investors from abroad.

Eliav Nagar
Sales Expert

Eliav is a 10-year Sales Expert and 
specializes in market strategy, driv-
ing demand and building success-
ful, profitable organizations.

His work with Individuals, CEOs 
and Boards is focused on helping 
them understand how to optimize 
their strategy and align them to 
accelerate revenue.

Advisor

Mosh Kom Cohen
Community Success Officer

Mosh is an arbitrage trading 
expert with 8 years’ experience.
After working with some of the 
best trading fund enterprises 
in the world, for 4 years, he 
was introduced to the world of 
Cryptocurrency and decided to 
master it.
Moshe has been analyzing, 
trading and advising on Cryp-
tocurrency markets with great 
success, for the past 5 years.



Disclaimer
EsperanToken presents no different rights in any shape, including however, not restricted 
to any proprietorship, conveyance (counting but rather not constrained to benefit), 
recovery, liquidation, exclusive (counting all types of protected innovation), or other 
budgetary or lawful rights, other than those particularly depicted in the Whitepaper. 
EsperanToken isn’t expected available to be purchased or use in any locale where deal 
or utilization of advanced tokens might be prohibited. 

Certain announcements, gauges and monetary data contained in this Whitepaper 
constitute forward-looking articulations or data. Such forward-looking articulations 
or data include known and obscure dangers and vulnerabilities, which may make real 
occasions or results contrast substantially from the appraisals or the outcomes inferred 
or communicated in such forward-looking explanations. Whitepaper can be adjusted to 
give more point by point data. 

This English dialect Whitepaper is the essential authority wellspring of data about 
the EsperanToken. The data contained thus may every once in a while be converted 
into different dialects or utilized as a part of the course of composed or verbal 
correspondences with existing and forthcoming clients, accomplices and so on. Over 
the span of such interpretation or correspondence a portion of the data contained thus 
might be lost, tainted, or distorted. The exactness of such option correspondences can’t 
be ensured. 
This archive has been issued in the strictest certainty and no parts of this, or some 
other report in such manner, might be imitated or imparted in any frame, without the 
express earlier assent of EsperanToken. By proceeding past this point you recognize the 
privacy of the data contained thus, and that same might just be utilized for the particular 
motivation behind assessing the business opportunity in this spoke to by EsperanToken. 

Developers of EsperanToken should maintain whatever authority is needed to reject 
pitching EsperanToken to any individual who does not meet criteria important for their 
purchasing, as set out hereunder and by the pertinent law. “You cannot partake in the 
crowdsale if you are either citizen or resident of USA, China, or Singapore”
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